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Agenda

– System complexity

– One company’s continuing journey

– Three needed solutions



About the Presenter

– My experience in HPC 

– Cray Research, Inc. 

– Cray Research Business Systems Division (Floating Point Systems/Celerity)

– Sun Microsystems

– Linux Networx

– SGI

– HPE

Sunny’s worst prediction

“Who’s needs another operating system”?

Sunny’s best prediction(s)

See end of presentation 



Types of computing units

– CPUs

– Multi-core

– GPUs

– Mixed-core

– FPGAs

– Custom ASICs

– Mass customization of ASICs: Google TPU

– Architecture on the fly: dynamically reconfigurable silicon
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Moore’s Law

45 years 
and still counting....

…but we CAN now
see the light at the 
end of the tunnel.

The Economist, Double, Double, Toil, and Trouble, March 12th, 2016



Computing Operations by Energy Consumption

Computation is almost 
“free”      relative to data 
movement (with regard 

to energy)
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Operation Energy (pJ)

64-bit integer operation 1

64-bit floating-point operation 20

256 bit on-die SRAM  access 50

256 bit bus transfer (short) 26

256 bit bus transfer (1/2 die) 256

Off-die link (efficient) 500

256 bit bus transfer(across die) 1,000

DRAM read/write (512 bits) 16,000

HDD read/write (32k bits) O(106)

28nm CMOS, DDR3



A View from a Sage

“As we have moved into the era of [multicore/manycore] with an strong emphasis on heterogeneous 
computing we’ve all known that we’ve moved away from the more conventional and frankly more 

comfortable model,” he said. Floating point efficiency, a key driver of architecture, “is not the critical objective 
function it was. Today it is among the easiest things to manufacture and to deploy and so we should be 

making a lot of them everywhere.”

“We routinely waste die area by building an enormous memory hierarchies and then add speculative 
execution in many different forms including pre-fetching, speculative fetching, branch prediction and any 
number mechanisms and architecture to do what? To keep the ALU busy. [We] need to clean up all that 

mess.”

Professor Thomas Sterling

ISC 2016 Closing Keynote
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The growth of data volume and types
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– Better decisions, better science, 
need better (or more) data

– The growth of data:

• The rate exceeds “Moore’s Law”

• >80% of new data sources are 
unstructured

• The proportion of unstructured 
data is increasing 



Changing memory and storage hierarchy

– Move (semi-)ephemeral file or object stores from disks to a (NVM) processor address space
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System complexity and scale will continue to 
increase 

(bound only by our ability to house and feed).
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One Company’s Journey



A World-class HPC Software Portfolio
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When We Lost Our Way (at least in HPC) 
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On the Road Again - The Best of Two Worlds

November 1, 2016



HPE Performance Software Suite
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Software Stacks
HPE Core HPC Software Stack:  HPE Apollo, HPE ProLiant

HPE Performance Software Stack - *

System Management

HPE SGI Management Suite (SGI Management Center, SGI Foundation Software):  HPE SGI 8600 (ICE), InfiniteData Cluster, Rackable

HPE Insight Cluster Management Utility, HPE Cluster Test,:  HPE Apollo, HPE ProLiant

Bright Computing Bright Cluster Manager

Workload Management

Altair PBS Professional

Adaptive Computing Moab

SLURM

Software Development

HPE Performance MPI (SGI Performance Suite) Intel Parallel Studio XE

PGI Compilers           

Rogue WaveTotalView

Allinea Forge

Mellanox HPC-X: OpenMPI, OpenSHMEM, Berkeley UPC, MXM, FCA

NVIDIA CUDA Toolkit, OpenCL, OpenACC

Visualization
SGI VizServer with NICE Software

HPE High Performance Remote Visualization Solution

Data Management
SGI Tiered Data Management Lustre SGI Filesystems

SGI DMF SGI DMF for Lustre Intel Enterprise Edition for Lustre SGI XFS SGI CXFS

Fabric Software Mellanox OFED Intel Omni-Path Software: Intel Fabric Suite

System Software

Commercially Supported Linux Self-supported Linux

Red Hat Enterprise Linux

SUSE Linux Enterprise Server

CentOS

HPE developed software Open Source software Third party software
For Hewlett Packard Enterprise Internal and Channel Partner Use Only



The HPE HPC Software Strategy
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Resiliency/ Security Ease of Use Scale Performance

Optimization for standard 

Linux and applications

Scale to 25,000 nodes 

Leading vendor in Top500

Operational efficiency for 

system administrators 

and end-user workloads

Hardware and software 

architectures

For Hewlett Packard Enterprise Internal and Channel Partner Use Only

HPE Confidential



Core Values of the OpenHPC Project

1. To increase the simplicity and to reduce the cost of deploying and 

managing HPC systems

2. To increase the performance and efficient utilization of HPC systems

3. Include insights and technical contributions from across the HPC 

ecosystem, to integrate the leading edge work in the field and make it 

available to the community

4. Adapting to new hardware insights and new technologies addressing 

scalability and performance, quickly responding to technology changes
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Gen-Z Consortium

10/11/2016 © Gen-Z Consortium 2016 18

A Transparent Organization: Gen-Z has been formed as a not-for-profit organization, its ongoing development 
occurs on the basis of an open decision-making procedure available to all interested parties. 

Wide availability: The Gen-Z standard will be published and available free of charge.

End-User Choice: There are no constraints on the re-use of the standard. Gen-Z creates a fair, competitive 
market for implementations of the standard. 

Equality: Gen-Z does not favor one implementer over another.  

Mission
• Create a next generation interconnect that will bridge 

existing solutions while enabling new unbounded 
innovation

• Develop in an open, non-proprietary standards body 
where adoption, differentiation and innovation is 
promoted as an industry standard.

Board Members



HPE Performance (HPC) Software
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Delivering complete, added-value HPC solutions

Integrated

Supported*

Validated

Performance Optimized

HPE HPC 
Software

Commercial 
HPC 

Software

Open 
Source 

Software

HPE Confidential



Three needed 
implementations/solutions
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A Container Solution for HPC?
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Flexibility Wins!

The

–Decreasing costs of computation

–Declining “abstraction penalty”

–Increasing variety and complexity of workloads

drives:

–Containers

–HPCaaS/flexible capacity

–Hybrid HPC cloud
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Self-identification and maintenance
We have to identify ourselves to systems. Why don’t they identify themselves to 
us?
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Someone Already Charted a Path
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IBM set forth eight conditions that define an autonomic system.                     

The system must:

• Know itself in terms of what resources it has access to, what 

its capabilities and limitations are and how and why it is 

connected to other systems.

• Be able to automatically configure and reconfigure itself 

depending on the changing computing environment.

• Be able to optimize its performance to ensure the most 

efficient computing process.

• Be able to work around encountered problems by either 

repairing  itself or routing functions away from the trouble.

• Detect, identify and protect itself against various types of 

attacks to maintain overall system security and integrity.

• Be able to adapt to its environment as it changes, interacting 

with neighboring systems and establishing communication 

protocols.

• Rely on open standards and cannot exist in a proprietary 

environment.

• Anticipate the demand on its resources while remaining 

transparent to users.



We Now Have the Technology – Machine/Deep Learning w soft 
robotics
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To reach autonomic 
systems at Exascale 
we need:

• Systems that learn 
autonomously 

• System mentors not 
system administrators

• To relinquish direct 
control





Summary/Conclusions

HPE is continuing to expand its capability to provides complete HPC solutions at 
all scales

HPE strongly believes in and will continue to make contributions to the HPC 
community

We all need to collaborate to implement:

• IoT concepts in self-identifying and self-maintaining components

• Containers, HPCaaS, and hybrid cloud to provide for flexibility

• Systems that learn and operate autonomously
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Thank you

sunny.sundstrom@hpe.com



The End of the Post-WWII Order

“Not only the post–World War II order but also the post–Cold War order are rapidly 

crumbling. ……………

A radical integration of the world through high-speed information networks and modern 

logistics is redrawing the global geostrategic map……………..

Digitalization will destroy the top-down management system that emerged from the 

nineteenth century……

Power and influence will flow to those who can move quickly to exploit new sorts of network 

behavior. The system will require an open, democratic code of values that allows the 

greatest possible flow of objective information.”

John Kornblum

Senior counselor at Noerr LLP and former U.S. ambassador to Germany

May 2015



HPC does, indeed, matter



.

• Moore’s law isn’t

• The network is the computer

• ∑ Lx$   ≠ 

• Nothing is as powerful as an idea whose time has come……and some 
ideas’ time take……time

• The middle path

WWAS16 | Confidential



The End of the Post WWII Computing Order

• Moore’s law isn’t

• “The network is the computer”.

• There’s a reason that we started by calling it “data processing”.

• The middle path

WWAS16 | Confidential



– IBM has set forth eight conditions that define an autonomic system:[10]

– The system must

– know itself in terms of what resources it has access to, what its capabilities and limitations are and how and why it is 
connected to other systems.

– be able to automatically configure and reconfigure itself depending on the changing computing environment.

– be able to optimize its performance to ensure the most efficient computing process.

– be able to work around encountered problems by either repairing itself or routing functions away from the trouble.

– detect, identify and protect itself against various types of attacks to maintain overall system security and integrity.

– The system must be able to adapt to its environment as it changes, interacting with neighboring systems and 
establishing communication protocols.

– rely on open standards and cannot exist in a proprietary environment.

– anticipate the demand on its resources while keeping transparent to users.
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Autonomic_computing#cite_note-10
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